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Master's Thesis : Interface Design for a Chinese Database System 
Abstract 
This thesis presents a Chinese query interface catered for casual Chinese users and does not 
follow the SQL standard, syntactically or semantically. SQL is mainly targeted for English 
user and its syntax reflects some flavor of English; but what Is natural to English users may be 
quite unnatural to Chinese users. Yet，the design of many existing Chinese interfaces still 
reflects a strong SQL flavor. In this thesis, a Chinese query interface language with constructs 
natural to Chinese users is defined, and a graphical query interface based on this query 
language is introduced. By making use of windows, the query interface allows complex 
queries to be decomposed into simple sub-queries for easy specification，which are then 
recomposed readily to form the original query. This enables causal users as well as frequent 
users to specify simple and even complex queries easily. 
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1V Introduction 
1.1 Background 
Today the widespread of information technology has brought the use of computers to a new 
era. In particular, the utilization of database management systems by the general public is 
becoming more and more popular. When database technology was first introduced, the 
access of computers was limited only to professionals, where the training in the use of 
computers was part of their jobs. Now, people from all walks of life may have access to 
computers and information through data stored in database systems. Unfortunately, user-
unfriendly query interfaces often hinder or discourage new and infrequent users. An 
appropriate query interface for casual users should require little learning, and must be natural 
to them. Numerous query interfaces have been proposed, but most of the approaches 
requires the users to have a certain background knowledge of computers. For most casual 
users, they may have little chance to learn much before they actually use the systems. For 
example, Structured Query Language (SQL) is a de facto commercial standard. But it is a 
rather poor language for the casual end-users. End-users need to take a lot of time and 
effort to learn and memorize the syntax and semantics of the language. For a database 
system becoming broadly useful to casual and infrequent users, the friendliness of its end-
user interface is critically important. Without such an interface, causal users would need data 
processing professionals to help them even for a simple query. 
For Chinese users, the problem is even worse. Although database technology has been 
existing for nearly three decades, its application has not gained much attention in China until 
recent years when rapid growth in computer usage occurred. Interfaces today reflect the 
characteristics defined for English users. It is unreasonable to expect the general public in 
China to be able to specify a query in English, following the syntax and semantics of SQL. 
Though there are some existing query interfaces with Chinese characters, nearly all of them 
are just direct translations from their English counter-part. This approach is certainly bound 
to fail. A query interface which is natural to an English user may not be natural to a Chinese 
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user due to the differences in their languages and cultures. SQL is supported by nearly all 
commercial relational database products today [Da90, E189], One may say that a faithful 
Chinese version of SQL is good enough for a Chinese query interface, as in approaches like 
[He92, Lu91]. However, when SQL is designed, it is aimed at providing a query language 
that is somewhat natural in English and for a technology that accepts only linear statement 
inputs. The construct 'SELECT …FROM …WHERE，（‘選擇…從…條件，）reflects a flavor 
of an English construction rather than Chinese one. Those with only Chinese background 
will find the SELECT-FROM-WHERE (選擇-從-條件）sequence unfamiliar and difficult to 
grasp. The use of nesting in SQL, a construct hardly used in the Chinese language，further 
complicates the situation. All of these call for the development of a query interface truly 
catering for Chinese users. 
There are two approaches of query formulation in the relational model : relational calculus 
and relational algebra [Ko91]. The query language, SQL, uses a format and syntax that is 
based mostly on the former. While SQL is simple for simple requests, a query statement is 
very complex and difficult for complex ones. Most, if not all, casual infrequent users find 
this difficulty. On the other hand, research in [Ha87] states that the average performance by 
users using relational algebra on a given problem is better and it also suggests this approach 
will be easier for user to formulate a correct solution. 
With the development of the window mechanism and graphics, more versatile query 
interfaces have been designed [Ag90, An90, Ke92, Le89, Ra92, Sc92, Wu89, Wu92a], 
Using the divide and conquer strategy, complex requests can be first decomposed into 
simpler sub-queries and later they can be recomposed to form a query which expresses the 
original request. This strategy is frequently applied to solve complex problems and is 
believed to be just as useful and effective here as well. 
In view of the above, the objective of the research in this thesis is to define a basic Chinese 
query interface that should be natural to anyone who knows Chinese and will not reflect SQL, 
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but will have the same expressive power. By combining the advantage of both procedural 
and non-procedural approaches in query formulation, i.e. non-procedural for simple queries 
which are procedurally connected to form complex queries, it enables users, causal and 
expert alike，to define any database requests easily. 
1.2 The contribution of this project 
This project has implemented a Chinese query interface catering for casual Chinese users. 
The interface designed is based on well-defined restricted syntax of Chinese query and does 
not follow the SQL standard syntactically or semantically，as SQL is mainly targeted for 
English users. The prototype has been implemented using Microsoft Visual Basic V3.0. 
1.3 Scope of Thesis 
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows : In Chapter 2, related researches including the 
current state of development in Chinese database system are outlined. The design principles 
are described and depicted in Chapter 3. This is followed by the definition of a new Chinese 
query language in Chapter 4. Based on this language, a window-based interface was 
“ designed and is described in Chapter 5. This interface is implemented under the Microsoft 
Windows using Microsoft Visual Basic V3.0 Professional Edition. Sample queries of 
various kinds, from simple to complex, are used to examine the expressive power of the 
interface, as reported in Chapter 6. Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the work presented in this 
thesis and a conclusion is drawn. 
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2, Background Study 
When users want to inquire information from a database management system (DBMS), we 
cannot expect all of them to be experts. This statement is much magnified as the utilization of 
DBMS is becoming more and more popular. Hence, many researches are targeted to design 
more ‘user-friendly，interfaces. 
'. I'. ' • 
. % ‘ • « , , 
This chapter is organized as follows : In the next section (Section 2.1)，. some database 
languages including the description of SQL and QBE are described. Many commercial 
interfaces based on these two query languages have been designed. In addition, we will 
discuss the researches being conducted in the past years for defining general purpose query 
interfaces. In Section 2.2, we will discuss the related works of Chinese DBMS user interface. 
I . * • • 
• • • . : . 
2.1 Related works of General DBMS User Interface 
2.1.1 Linear System 
a. SQL (Structured Query Language) 
By far SQL [E189] is the most famous and widely used query language for the 
relational data model. The original version of SQL, called Sequel, was developed 
at IBM's San Jose Research Laboratory and was implemented as part of the System 
R project in the 1970s. Basically, it uses a combination of relational algebra and 
relational calculus constructs and provides a way for a user to formulate a query 
with linear text. The Sequel language has evolved since then, and its name has 
changed into SQL (Structured Query Language). Today, numerous products 
support SQL as it is now the industry standard. 
The basic structure of a SQL expression consists of three clauses : SELECT, FROM 
and WHERE. 
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1. The SELECT clause corresponds to the projection operation of the 
relational algebra and it is used to li§t the desired attributes in the result of a 
query. 
2, The FROM clause corresponds to the Cartesian product operation of the 
relational algebra and it lists the relations to be scanned in the evaluation of 
the .expression. . ' . ' 
3 The WHERE clause corresponds to the selection predicate of the relational 
algebra and it consists of a predicate involving attributes of.the relations that 
appear in the FROM clause. 
售 
b. Examples of a SQL based Query Interface 
IQL (Interactive Query Language) - Research Prototype ‘ 
• • 
IQL wais proposed by [Ra92]. It is the graphical version of SQL because it follows • . « . 
the syntax of SQL very closely. One of the special features of IQL is the 
representation of arithmetic expressions and logical expressions. Both kinds of 
expressions can be expressed as a tree-diagram. Logical and arithmetic operators 
are represented as nodes and operands as leaves. 
One advantage is that a user can view the representation of these expressions visually; 
however, not all users can understand the basic idea of the tree diagram. 
Microsoft FoxPro for Windows V2.5 - Commercial Product 
This product is developed by Microsoft and the name of its query interface is called 
RQBE. The layout of its query interface is shown as follows : 
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From the name of this query interface, some users may be misled and think that it is 
another version of QBE. This interface is very close to SQL and almost all 
operations follow the syntax of SQL. In order to define the query, a table should be 
selected first. If more tables are needed, the user should click the button ‘Add，. 
A dialog* box will be popped up asking for join condition of the new table. Not all 
the details of the query, such as Having and Group by, are shown at the same time. 
This information can be hidden and will be shown only if explicit request is given. 
Further, the result query can be saved and used as a component in the formulation of 
other queries. RQBE, however, does not support nesting structure and set 
operations such as union and intersection. 
2.1.2 Form-Based System 
a. QBE (Query-By-Example) 
QBE [Z177] database system was developed at IBM's T.J. Watson Research Centre 
in the 1970s as SQL. Some products such as Microsoft Access now support the 
QBE language. There are two distinctive features of QBE : 
1. Unlike most query languages, QBE has two-dimensional syntax. A one-
dimensional language, such as SQL, can be written in one long line. A 
two-dimensional language requires two dimensions for its expression. 
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2 .� As its name suggests, queries are expressed ‘by example，了 User can give 
an example of what is desired, rather than give a procedure for obtaining 
the desired answer. 
Queries in QBE are expressed using special tables c?l\\q& skeleton tables. A user 
selects the skeleton tables needed for a given query and fills therii with the 'example 
rows', ;An .example row consists of constants and 'example elements' that are 
really domain variables. After filling the skeleton tables, the system will generalize 
this example to compute the answer to the query. The following is an example of a 
QBE skeleton table for a college. . / 
Student ID Student Name Sex • Age 
• , ,. � • •• • 
To find the name of students with age greater than 20，we bring up the skeleton table 
and fill it as follows: 
Student ID Student Name Sex Age 
P.一x > 20 
The above query will look for tuples in the relation whose value of attribute Age is 
greater than 20. For each selected tuple, the value of the attribute Student Name 
will be assigned to the variable x for printout. 
b. Examples 
Microsoft Access VI. 1 - Commercial Product 
This product was developed by Microsoft. Since the objective of this thesis 
concentrates on query interface, we consider only the Access query interface which 
is shown as follows : 
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The interface is divided into two regions. In the upper region, an equi-join is 
shown by a line joining the corresponding attributes. For example, the attribute 
‘Product ID’ in the table 'Order details' is being joined to the attribute 'Product ID， 
in the table Products, This approach provides an image to user about the 
relationship between tables. In the lower region, restriction and projection can be 
• ‘ 
formulated/ The operations in the interface are basically field-oriented rather that 
operation-oriented, that is, grouping, projection and restriction are mixed together 
rather than treated as separate operations. For query re-use, Access can include a 
query which was defined previously as a component during another query's 
formulation. However, it also suffers the same deficiency as FoxPro, i.e., nesting 
structure and set operations are not supported. 
c. Others 
Some form-based interface systems have been proposed and examples can been 
found in [Wh87], [Ss89] and [Ku89a]. 
2.1.3 Other Approaches 
More recent researches follow the approach of Entity-Relationship (ER) model [Au91, E185, 
Wo82, Zh83] and Object-Oriented (00) data model [Ag90, Ge92, Sc92], Also, the 
multimodal approach combines more than one data modal. However, we concentrate on the 
relational model and the reasons of our decision will be described in the next chapter. 
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Of course, some may believe that natural language is the ultimate approach of query interface 
in a database system; however, there are researches wljich state that natural language may not 
be most suitable. We will discuss this topic further in Sections 2.2.1 and 3.21 
.• . • 
•， v 
2.2 Related works of Chinese System 
i ' 
In this section, we describe the recent query interface researches targeted for Chinese database 
systems. 
2.2.1 Artificial Natural Language 
Since people already had a comprehensive communication skill, namely their natural languages, 
it would be ideal if users can communicate with their computer systems using their own natural 
languages. Under this circumstance, the user needs not spend too much time in training or 
education. This is the ultimate goal of human/machine interface rese^rcji, The problem of 
•., , • . . . 
communicating with comiputer systems via natural languages is enormously difficult and 
complex. After decades of natural language understanding research, current results are still 
limited. 
While it is foreseeable that natural language applications will continue to grow and the role of 
artificial natural language will become more important in the computer world, although it is 
doubtful that this will happen soon in the future. 
In [Lg89, Lu91, Wu92b], the authors have attempted to develop Chinese natural language 
query interfaces using well-defined grammar. Their results are very limited and they could 
handle simple queries only. 
2.2.2 6Chinesize' English Database Query Language 
[He92] has attempted to ‘Chinesize，(Hanhua 漢字化）an English based database query 
language that is similar to SQL. However, the fact that SQL is designed to be natural to 
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English-based users and that the Chinese language is very different from English, makes this 
approach inappropriate. As stated earlier, nested structure is natural and common is 
English, but it is seldom if ever used in Chinese sentences. In addition, Chinese seldom has its 
qualification predicate expressed at the end of the statement as SQL does . For example, the 
following query is used to list the names of employees who work on secbnd floor is natural in 
Chinese: . 
丨 一 / . . 列出在二樓工作的員工姓名。 
The qualification predicate 在二樓X/f乍(work on second floor) if placed at the end of the 
query in accordance with the SQL structure would make the sentence incomprehensible in 
Chinese. 
睡 . 
Some researches selected QBE [Da90, E189] or some query interfaces other than using SQL-
based query languages； for data retrieval. These are not so natur'al language-like. For 
example, [Li89] proposed one such approach; this research simply applies the QBE concept 
and replaces the attribute names by Chinese characters. 
After the reviews of related works, we would now like to introduce our work on the Chinese 
query specification. We will apply our proposal to handle many queries in Chinese and 
develop a general specification procedure for both simple and complex queries. 
2.2.3 Chiql 
In [Lu94b], a new query language is proposed. The aim of this query language is to provide a 
more natural way to express queries in the form of restricted Chinese natural language. This 
query language combines both procedural and non-procedural query styles and makes the 
specification of both simple and complex queries easier for any person who understands 
Chinese. The most important point is that the language is easily comprehensible to expert, as 
well as novice, Chinese database users. 
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3. Pesigh Principles 
In this chapter, the basic principles for designing a practical user interface which is suitable for 
both novice and expert users are outlined. 
3.1 Data Model 
i 
Although many current researches concentrated on object-oriented data model, the relational 
data model is still the most popular today. Due to its simplicity and mathematical elegance, it 
is believed that end-users will continue to favor this model for the foreseeable future. In 
addition, many existing database applications have already been developed using the relational 
model. Thus, our interface design is based on it. 
• 'i 
• •  i 
Any complex que;ry can be constructed by the relational algebraic operators; these operators 
become a suitable candidate for us to construct our interface. The operators, projection, 
restriction and join, individually define the basic operations of the relational model. They can 
be composed to form the operations of any arbitrary query. 
3.2 Language Naturalness 
One of our design objectives is not to force the users to memorize many syntactical rules of 
the query interface. This will minimize the overheads in learning. As mentioned previously, 
most existing query interfaces mainly cater to English users. For a Chinese user, the 
unnaturalness of an English interface forces him/her to memorize unfamiliar syntactic and 
semantic rules of the query interface. 
Using natural language seems to be the most natural way for the user to specify a query. 
Research projects in this direction are discussed in [Wu92b]. However, owing to the 
complexity of natural language understanding and the time-consuming process in translation, 
the use of an unrestricted natural language query interface is difficult and not cost-effective. 
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In fact, it is impossible at this time to do so as we do not know how to make the computer 
fully understand an unrestricted natural language. 
In [Og88], it is found that there is no evidence that the interfaces allowing .a natural language 
without restriction have any advantage over the restricted languages. Naturally, some would 
think that unrestricted natural language would be easier to use and no need to pay any effort 
to memorize the syntax； But unrestricted natural language always gives rise of ambiguity. On 
the other hand, a well-designed restricted language can provide the same expressive power as 
a natural language. Further, a well-designed restricted natural language, syntax would need 
little effort to learn and memorize. 
« -
Our approach is to define a restricted natural language Chinese query language with a limited 
number of constructs for' query specification such that each construct is natural to Chinese 
users. In addition, , the expressive power of the constructs together will be at least as powerful 
as SQL. 
3.3 Novice Users vs Expert Users 
'What is the difference between novice arid expert user? Why a novice user makes many 
errors and needs a lot of time to solve problems? ‘ These are some questions posing to 
researchers for many years. After the course of tens or hundreds of hours of usage, a novice 
user would become proficient and more accurate. Eventually, they would go into the rank of 
expert user. In the study of behavior between novice and expert users, we can search for the 
differences between these two and find out what they needed to come up with a design. 
Mayer [Ma88] has designed a series of surveys in order to learn the differences between these 
two groups of users. The results are given in the following tables : 
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:::EXPERTSW0^^ 、"；：： NOVICES: .: 二 :.： - ...:... ..::.. 
Have strong knowledge of language syntax Have weak knowledge of language syntax 
Recognize syntactically correct code more Recognize syntactically correct code more 
rapidly and accurately ‘ slowly and inaccurately “. 
• , . 
Have integrated conceptual model of system Have fragmented conceptual model of system 
Benefit less from conceptual model training Benefit more from conceptual model training 
Represent parts of system as coherent Represent parts of system as unrelated 
hierarchy. fragments. 
Have high-level plans Have low-level plans 
Examine general goal of problem and high Focus on specific solutions and low level 
.； ,,.. , ^ ’ 
level problem modules： in debugging. problem modules in debugging. 
Decompose the problem into finer parts and Decompose the problem into fewer parts and 
explore more alternative solutions. explore less alternative solutions. 
Perform better on answering abstract Perform better on answering concrete 
questions requiring general comprehension of questions requiring specific details of how 
goal of problem. solution is implemented. 
Show more difference in comprehending plan- Show less difference in comprehending plan-
like versus unplan-like problems. like versus unplan-like problems 
Based on the above table, we have defined two criteria for designing a query interface for 
novice users : 
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1. The interface should provide a way for the user to observe the intermediate state of 
the queries for debugging. 
� 
2辟 The interface should not have a lot of language syntax for the user to memorize. 
• • 
• i » • 
3.4 Practical Requirements 
When we consider the'query formulation of SQL, it is obvious to find that the construction of • • . . . . 
SELECT-FROM-WHERE syntax is simple; even casual inexperienced users can memorize 
f 
that easily. However, when a user wants to construct a complex query, he/she also wishes to 
follow the same simple syntax, which is not available in SQL In [Lu94b], it has stated the 
usual three steps for complex query formulation in SQL as follows: 
Step 7. Understand the logics behind the problem ••�• '•‘ • 
Step 2. Divide ifie logics into small sub-queries; and then 
Step 3. Combines the sub-queries into a single SQL statement. 
The last step is quite unnatural. Frequently it is the most difficult even for experienced users. 
As a result, most casual users can only formulate simple queries. 
Before the design of an interface, we should consider several practical viewpoints : 
1. It should be easy for the interface to construct both simple and complex queries. 
2. The interface should be at least as expressive and as powerful as SQL because 
relational completeness is needed and SQL is a de facto standard. 
Taking the above viewpoints into account, our query interface has been defined with the 
features described in the following sections. 
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3.4.1 Relational Algebra Operators 
Since the introduction of the relational model (Codd 1970)，numerous data manipulation 
languages have been developed based on the relational algebra and relational calculus. Since 
they are also based on .a small number of concepts and their syntax is straightforward, they 
• � � 
become widely acceptable. In a sense they can be considered as a kind of micro-language. 
However, they also represent two kinds of approaches in query formulation : Relational 
algebra is based on .the procedural approach and relational calculus is non-procedural. They 
have the equivalent power in problem solving. Problems arise for the specification of complex 
requests. Some researches have been conducted to compare and test the specific features of 
these approaches. 
In [Ha87], eighty-three advanced-level students of various backgrounds were selected for the 
experiment. Somfe of th6m had little or modest background in programming; others had 
extensive programining background. The experiment concluded that the average performance 
using relational algebra on a given problem was better. It also suggested that the subjects 
were able to know when a language was easier for them to formulate a correct, solution. 
To know which approach is appropriate to Chinese queries, we have made an analysis on them. 
The analysis of Chinese queries is based on a set of queries that is frequently used. In 
Appendix A, there are 66 queries which are designed to test the expressive power of a query 
interface. In the first stage, we classify the category of each word such as noun or verb. 
Eliminating some unused words will produce the structure of that query. For example, the 
following query is used to list the names of employees who work on the second floor is natural 
in Chinese. 
列出在二樓工作的員工姓名。 
Now, we identify the role of each key phrase and the syntax of this Chinese query. In our 
example, the result after the classification is: 
列 出 + 苹 二 樓 工 作 的 + 員 工 姓 名 
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Based on the syntax analysis of numerous Chinese queries following the .above steps, it is 
• � • 
found that the syntax of Chinese query is more suitable to be expressed by relational algebra. 
Since the approach of most commercial database manipulation language; .such as SQL, is 
based on relational calculus, a direct adaptation of these languages to fofm a Chinese query ， •  
language is deemed to be not suitable. Hence, the interface being designed in this project 
adopts the specification style of relational algebra. 
. * 
3.4.2 Divide and Conquer Querying Strategy 
It is a common experience that when a person is asked to perform a complex task, it is easier 
* • 
• . 
for him or her to do it in a step by step manner. The person will first divide the task into 
smaller sub-tasks in order to make each task manageable for him or hen The completed sub-
tasks are then brought together to form the final result. On the other hand, if the person is 
asked to perform the complex task as a whole, i.e. the complex task must be viewed as a 
single unit, the chance that the complex task can be completed correctly, not to mention the 
extra time required, is much reduced. Besides, it is believed that no matter how the task is 
viewed as a whole, the person will decompose that entire task into smaller units any way 
^before putting them together. This is how a person specify a complex request using SQL (See 
also Section 3.4). � 
The more natural way to specify a complex request is therefore to apply the ‘Divide and 
Conquer' strategy [Ha87, We81] directly in query formulation. A complex request is first 
decomposed into sub-queries that can be easily managed by the user. Later on, the specified 
sub-queries are re-composed to form the final query. It is our observation that this strategy, 
though not explicitly taught, is probably widely used because in database classes when 
students cannot specify a query in one single statement, and they form the correct answer 
specified in multiple query statements. This strategy to combine both declarative and 
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procedural elements in the specification of a query is believed to be the most-suitable way for 
designing a query interface. • 
3.4.3 Unit of Operations I, 
• > i , 
If the individual operations are too small and recomposition is always required, expert users 
might find the interface too tedious. We therefore design an interface that is sufficiently 
flexible to satisfy this group of users as well. 
• 
Had the ‘Divide and Conquer，query strategy force, the users decompose a query when they 
were comfortable to specify the query in one step or a single statement, we would be defeating 
the purpose in achieving our goal, and in providing an easy-to-use interface. Thus our 
interface allows the user to decompose a query into any arbitrary number of sub-queries 
entirely according to th^user's background and ability. . 
To achieve this, we go back to the basic relational concept and operations of the relational 
model. Each of the relational operations proposed by Codd (e.g., projection, selection and 
join) has a very narrow scope and concise semantics. The basic operations in our query 
interface resemble these relational operations. In each sub-query, the user is allowed to 
specify multiple non-conflicting relational operations. For casual users, they may decompose a 
r complex query into many sub-queries, while in each sub-query only one or two operations are 
specified. For experienced users, they may decompose the same query into only very few sub-
queries, and fully utilize the expressive power of each sub-query to complete the construction 
of the whole query. 
Furthermore, in practice our interface to be designed reflects a special Chinese query 
specification style which we will explain in the next chapter. 
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3.4.4 Graphical User Interface (GUI) 
Van Dam et. al. [Fo90] states that a high-quality user interface is in many ways the ‘last 
frontier' in providing computing to a wide variety of users; however, many recent query 
languages are still textual because I/O device widely available are alpha-numeric terminals and 
� » 
keyboards. Since hardware and software costs are now low enough to bring significant 
computing capability to our offices and homes, more friendly user interface could be 
developed with more advanced technology. 
» 
The quality of the user interface often determines whether a user enjoys or despises a system. 
Therefore, it is a crucial factor which determines whether a system would succeed or fail in the 
market. The desktop user-interface metaphor, with its windows, icons, and pull-down menus, 
all making heavy usage of raster graphics, is popular because it is easy to learn and requires 
• * 
less typing skill. Since mbst users of such computer systems are not computer programmers, 
the designer of interactive graphics applications must be sensitive to user's needs for easy-to-
learn yet powerful interface. 
Windows technology is advancing rapidly and many Graphical User Interfaces (GUI) are 
introduced in the market for database querying. Typical examples are Microsoft FoxPro 2.5 
and GlearAccess for SQL and Microsoft Access for QBE (see Chapter 2). The flexibility of 
the windows technology will ease the menial choice of linear textual query specification. Our 
GUI has been designed to take advantage of this. 
In the design of GUI, [Ki88] has proposed four principles : 
1. Be able to provide more information when asked. 
2. Be able to recover from the unintended or erroneous operation. 
3. Be able to perform the same operation in more than one way. 
4. Be able to perform the logically equivalent operation in a consistent manner. 
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However, these principles are only for designing general purpose interface and more design 
principles are needed to satisfy the requirements of database applications. Leong [Le89] has 
identified some of them. 
• * 
5. Interface should provide information to the user about the underling database 
schema..; 
6. The user,should be able to formulate queries incrementally. 
• •• 
7. There should be a browse facility. , 
8. There should be query feedback during query processing to guide the use. 
We will see later in Chapter 5 how these above requirements are satisfied in our GUI 
3.4.5 Direct Object IVIanipulation 
A direct-manipulation user interface is one In which the objects, attributes, or relations that 
can be operated on and represented visually. Operations are invoked by actions performed on 
the visual representations, typically using a mouse. That means commands are implicit in the 
action on the visual representation rather than the traditional means such as menu selection or 
keyboarding. This representation may be in the form of text, such as the name of an object or 
property, or in the form of a more general graphic image, such as an icon. 
:X： “ ...,.: / : , : . � ' . ‘ . . . . . . 
In query formulation, almost all items, such as attributes or tables, can be represented as an 
object and the user can invoke an action on the visual representations. For example, the action 
of table selection can be accomplished by taking an object from the available area. 
3.5 SQL Expressiveness 
Our query interface must be as expressive as SQL, because SQL is the de facto industry 
standard and many existing database applications are based on SQL. It directly reflects the 
query interface style of a Chinese query language. Since this language is relationally complete 
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and can express SQL queries, simple and complex alike, the expressive power of our interface 
is also comparable to SQL. Details of the Chinese querying language is outlined in the next 
chapter. 
書， * • 
,• ‘ • 




： ： , , ‘ ‘ • 
( v . . . . . . , , . ‘ ‘ . 
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4, Query Specification in Chinese 
4.1 Defining Elementary Operations 
To make query specification natural to Chinese users, we should consider the natural data 
retrieval sequence of Chinese. The work of [Lu94a] proposed a restricted, natural Chinese 
query language which fits our purpose well for defining a Chinese GUI. In this language, 
i . 
Chinese queries can be formed using a set of standard operations as follows.: 
• • • • 
Projection: 
丨 在<某表〉中，寫出<某(些)列〉，將答案送入<某表〉中。 
(sequence: <table> <column(s)> -> put the result in�table〉） 
The arrow indicates the sequence of operation. Therefore, the selection of columns is 
-following the selection o,f tables . -










(sequence: <table> and <table> 
<column(s) value�equal to <column(s) value> 
put the row(s) satisfying the condition(s) in <table>) 
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(sequence: <column(s) of table> 
—> <Golumn(s) value�equals to <column(s) value� / 
• . 





(sequence: in <table> and <table> . , ‘ 
find the coexisting row(s) • • 




(sequence: in <table> a n d � t a b l e � - > put all row(s) in <table>) 
In the above Chinese statements,〈某表〉means <table> and〈某(些)歹�J> means <column(s)>. 
Note that we regard the results of a query as a table also. Hence, the output after any of the 
above operations can in turn be input to other operations as well. This is not explicitly 
included in query languages but it is deemed as a part of this language for recomposition. 
The above operations are relationally complete and therefore are adequate to support the 
query specification process. We can define an interface that directly supports these operations. 
However, this may lead to difficulties as Chinese input is not an easy task. We should like to 
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define an interface that will facilitate the definition of queries. A graphical interface will be 
good for this purpose. 
Graphical interface performs small units of operation. This implies that we should see how to 
determinate the more basic operations that are essential to the above operations. 
• • . . 
• • • 
A closer look at the above operations reveals that some more basic operations used in the • • 
above operations can be stated as follows : , 
/. Select the tables to be used. 
2. Place the result set to a table. 
3. Select the column(s) to be displayed from the result set. , 
v 4. Write all of rows which have satisfied the selection conditions. 
5. Define the restriction conditions). 
6. Define the join condition(s). 
While these more basic operations are narrow in their scope of activity, they are still too broad 
for us to use for defining graphical operations. A more elementary set of constructs will help 
� u s to define the graphical operations more precisely. 
A deeper and more careful analysis of the proposed operations leads us to a definition of the 
set of narrow constructs that have been used over and over again to define the relational 
operations. Basically what we have to do is to look at the statements and see if there are 
common expressions. When there is, we extract that part to form a construct. The process in 
fact works very similarly as one performs factoring in mathematics. 
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Chinese English . 
銜 從 } < 某 表 > 中 . In <Table> 
寫出〈某(些)歹!!> ‘ - In <Column(s)> , . 
寫出(滿足)這(些)(條件的)行 Write the <Row(s)> which have satisfied the 
；........“：• '；’' • • : restriction conditions. *. 
將答案送入〈某表〉中 Put result into <Table>. • 
如果〈某條件〉[{或/與)}〈某條件〉] I f � C o n d i t i o n � � { A N D /OR} <Condition>1. 
如果 <某表〉的〈某（些）列値〉〈運算符〉 If value o f � C o l u m n � i n <Table> 
<某表> 的〈某(些)列値> �Operator�value of<Cplunin> in <Table> 
在〈某表〉與〈某表〉中 In the <Column(s)> of <Table>. 
同時出現 ,； Appear at the same time. ‘' 
至少出現一次 . � Appear at least one time, 
並在其中 Also ； 
具備〈某 (¾ 指定條件〉 丨 Having <Condition(s)> 
拫據〈某(叁)指定列〉分組 group by <Field(s)> 
Figures 1 and 2 succinctly summarize the above representations. The basic operations in our 




—I 1 2 3 
, 4 ” I / \ 5 6 
根據 <某(些)指定列 > 躺 I ° 
V 丁 ^ 7 
r ^16 to («0 (b) 
* _ _ _ _ _ _ r-•• — 一 — — —>11 
具 備 〈 某 ( 些 ） 、 丨 m •窝出<某(些)列〉{ > \ 〈某表〉 
8 指定傲牛> ~‘ I ‘― J ] „ ‘  14 19 -J , 與 J I 
, - I ~ . ^ H 寫 腿 ( 些 ) 行 } n rrv, t3 15 ^ is 
I 或 科 - ^ 1 
> ； ：“―“ 
Figure la Syntax diagram of Chinese query ^one table� 
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(a) f in<Table>) 
、 J . 1 . • 2 : , 3 .:. 
4 V 
+ 5 (group by "^FieldCs^  J •“ 
^ -^r--： } ‘ 7 
f ; r 1 6 •， 10 (**) ( ： \ • (b) , 
Having Also) t If ~Y~ f^iondition>)、广�^ I • in <Column(s)> > Put the result in <Table> 
8 <condition(s)> ’ ‘ ^ | * 19 ‘ . 
) � . I r • ' 
17' 1 v ^ J f in<Rows> ‘ 
I L_Q<iLJ is J is 
s iL__: ； ^ 
Figure lb English version of Figure la • 
(*) 1 I 3 ~Li • 
I -—與 ^— —\ I 7 (**) 
與〈某表>中 p ^ i 19 r <某(些)列値〉进^ rr^〈某(些)列値〉.]n ~ J i i 
1 ；、 ； l j i - J - _ I . 
20 I , io r n , � 1 1 
19
 1 — 或 ^ — U L — — -4=^ 
j n i3 j—rn 15 ^ 
y如果某行 r^同時出現  1 ： : 
14 17 
4至少出現-次  U (b> »8 
2i iiU 將答案〈某表 寫出 <某(些)列>14-"" 
寫出這(些)行 
Figure 2a Syntax diagram of Chinese query (two or more tables� 
了 — i 
丨 ( And )j � -^1 7 {**) 
L.— 一 ‘ 一 一 一 一 
> ^ if any one row ) J ^ Appear at the same time ^ -p— ―^ � 
14 —^fcT Appear at least one time 1 
' ^ ― — ~ J (b) 21 18 
(Put result in <Table> (in <Column(s)^  
‘ • { in <ROVV(S)>)4—^ 
Figure 2b English version of Figure 2a 
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In the diagrams, the boxes represent the possible query constructs and the directed-lines 
represent the possible sequences of operations. Figure 1 shows the case when only one table 
is manipulated in a query and Figure 2 represents the case when two or more tables are 
required. In order to construct a query, the user should start from box (a) and end in box (b) 
by passing through the intermediate paths (1) to (19) in Figure 1 or (1) to (21) in Figure 2. 
The set operations is defined through the path (12) to (15) in Figure 2 . and is essential. 
Although some of the finer details have not been given in these pages, readers can see how 
• • • •• 
they can be easily defined in similar fashion. , 
Chinese user can construct naturally and easily all kinds of simple queries with the above 
operations. Anyone who is familiar with Chinese can understand what the query means, 
directly from reading it. However, it would not be sufficient for our ultimate goal. Our goal 
is to develop a general 'and natural interface to specify any kind of query regardless of their 
complexity. 
How can we construct a complex query by the operations as described above? One of 
approaches is to develop a new set of operations that are used to manipulate all kinds of 
complex queries. But this approach will be impractical because it will produce many 
constructs and therefore complication. 
The second approach is to formulate the complex queries by using the strategy called 'Divide 
and Conquer1. In Chapter 3，we have explained this term and state any complex query can be 
divided into several smaller pieces, (we call them sub-queries) using the above constructs. 
Consider the sample query : 
在員工數大於5和平均薪金多於500的部門中,找出供應它們乙類產品的供應商 
(List the supplier who supplies the type B items to departments that have more than 5 
employees and the average salary greater than 500) 
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This query is complex and difficult to construct in any query interface. It would be better to 
formulate by using the 'Divide and Conquer' strategy. 
For the above query, it would be easy to divide it into two sub-queries. 
Sub-query 1 � : 在員工數大於5和平均薪金多於500的部R 
• (List the departments which have more than 5 employees and 
* . 
the average salary greater than 500.) ’' � 
Sub-query 2 - : . 在�Sub-query 1>中，找出供應它們乙類產品昨供應商 
(List the supplier who supplies the type B items to�Sub-query 
The construction of Sub-query 1 based on the flow of Figure 1 will be : , 
在 < 表 ： ‘ 員 工 > 中 — 在 < 列：部門>中~» • 
如果〈員工數大於5>和 <平均薪金多於500>一 . 
寫出〈部門> ~>將答案送入�Sub-query 1> 
- ( I n � T a b l e ： E m p l o y e e � I n � C o l u m n ： Department�-> 
If�number of employee > 5> and�average salary > 500> -> 
in�Column : Department�-> Put result in�Table : Sub-query 1>) 
Similarly, the construction of Sub-query 2 will be : 
在 〈 表 ： 供 應 〉 中 • 、 
如果<種類=•乙類•>和 <部門 > 屬於 <表：Sub-query 1 >~> 
寫出〈供應商> •>將答案送入< Sub-query 2 > 
(In�Table ： Supply� -> 
I f�Type = 'B' > and�Department belong to Sub-query 1> 
in�Column : Supplier> -> Put result in�Table : Sub-query 2>) 
From this example, it is shown that Sub-query 2 could not be formulated before the 
construction of Sub-query 1. The entire query will then be the combination of two. Although 
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the query is complex, each sub-query is simple and can be formulated in a natural and easy 
way. In Chapter 6, we will show how this technique is used to perform a complex query for 
demonstrating the power of the 'Divide and Conquer' strategy. 
In the next chapter, we will implement the constructs as defined with a graphical interface. 
The language stated above is only meant to create a basis on which we- will construct an 
interface that reflects its naturalness and ease to understand, 
A number of test queries representing a great variety and including many very complex ones 
(see Appendix A) has been successfully and easily formed with the above method. This set of 
test queries is designed to test the expressive power of a query language. Our language easily 
handles all, except the one that requires Boolean value that is not defined, in the language. 
SQL cannot specify six of the queries : Q58, Q59，and Q61, Q62, Q64 'as Well as Q66. Since 
the result of Q66 is Boolean, neither SQL nor our query language supports this. The others 
could be stated by more than two SQL statements. Since this is a feature of our 'Divide and 
Conquer' strategy, our query language naturally handles these queries. We can therefore 
conclude that this Chinese query language is more expressive than SQL. 
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5. Implementation of the System Design 
5-1 Hardware and Software Configuration 
5.1.1 Basic Components 
The interface is implemented on top of the Chinese version of Microsoft Windows using 
Microsoft Visual Basic Version 3 .0 Professional Edition. The architecture of the application 
is shown as follows : 
I n t e r f a c e 丨 Linkage Database Engine 
圓 ^ & 
I I Database 
The system is divided into three components : 
Interface : It is implemented by Visual Basic and based on the design principles 
stated in the chapter 3 . The function of this module is to translate the 
user operations into SQL and passes it to the database engine. In 
addition, it receives the error code from the database engine and 
prompts the user for the corresponding error message. 
Linkage : It is the linkage between the interface and the database engine. Data 
and error code are passed through this linkage. 
Database Engine : 
When a query in the format of SQL is passed through the linkage to 
the database engine, it processes the SQL statements and retrieves data 
from the database. If the retrieval is successful, data is returned; 
otherwise, it returns the corresponding error code. Since the engine 
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can only accept SQL as the standard form of query's representation, 
the interface generates SQL as the standard intermediate language 
accordingly. 
5.1.2 Procedures for Data Retrieval 
Using the interface, retrieval operations can be classified into two cases : the retrieval of a 
simple query and the retrieval of a complex query. 
a. Simple query 
The operation is divided into five steps : 
• SQL statement ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Data Returned + Error Code ^ ^ 
. 
step 1. User formulates the query by operating the interface such as performing 
projection and restriction. After the user has finished the formulation, he/she 
can initiate the action of execution. During the stage of execution, the 
interface will construct the corresponding query in the form of SQL. 
step 2. The query is transferred through the linkage to the database engine, 
step 3. The query will be executed and based on the input query, 
step 4. If the execution is successful, data will be transferred back to the interface; 
otherwise, corresponding error code will be fed back to the interface through 
the linkage. 
step 5. If no error occurs, the interface will show the data on the screen; otherwise, 
error message will be displayed. 
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b. Complex query 
I ^ ^ ^ p a e e • 1 \ Database Engine 
I • I 4 - - - - - / Database 
卜 : ^ ¾ 》 、 、 公 、 、 、 、 、 、 ： J 
I J Data Returned 十 Error Code v ^ ^ 
The strategy being implemented in order to handle complex query is : 
‘Before the execution of the complex query, all of the results generated by the 
sub-queries should be stored in the temporary tables., 
Hence, all the temporary tables being generated previously should be deleted 
before the execution of a new query. Since the process of temporary tables 
purging and regeneration is time-consuming, one of the goals in my future 
work is to optimize this process by combining multiple sub-queries into a 
complex one. Then, the execution of this complex query can be optimized by 
the database engine. 
Similar to the operations of simple query, little modification is made in order to 
modify the system to have the capability of complex query execution. The 
modification is made on step 5’ which is shown as follows : 
step 5'. If the error code is 'table not found，，check whether the missing table is a 
temporary table or not. If it is a temporary table which is formed by the 
defined query, go back to step 2. Otherwise, prompt an error message. When 
all the required tables are found, execute the complete query, 
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5.2 System Design 
5.2.1 Common Operations 
Before we describe the details of the interface, we would introduce some common operations 
supported by the interface. For each of these common operations, the name is shown as the 
label of the corresponding button in the screen. These operations are : 
輸入完成 :Current stage of input completed; proceed to the next stage. 
取消 :Cancel the operation. 
取消問句 ：Cancel the whole query and return to the initial stage of interface. 
寫歹fj ： Perform projection of attributes satisfying all assigned conditions. 
寫行 ：Browse the content of the selected table. 
執行 :Execute the query 
全咅臓力口 ： Select all available attributes (or tables). 
全音PttI除 :Release all selected attributes (or tables). 
添方口條件 ：Add a condition to the selection list. 
刪除條件 ：Delete the specified condition in the selection list. 
From the previous chapter, we have concluded that the system should provide some basic 
actions : 
1. Select the tables to be used. 
2. Place the result set to a table.. 
3. Select the column(s) to be displayed from the result set. 
4. Write all of rows which have satisfied the selection conditions. 
5. Define the restriction condition(s). 
6. Define the join condition(s). 
Some of the actions have been implemented by the above common operations and others are 
reflected by the windows shown in the following session. 
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Since relational database model has been chosen as our database model, the actions are needed 
to satisfy the requirements of the relational model However, the major difference between 
our interface and the other English-like interfaces is that our interface is based on the syntax of 
Chinese queries. The sequence of operations is constructed to help Chinese users to formulate 
queries in a natural fashion. The summary of operations has been placed in Chapter 4 and the 
implementation of these operations would be demonstrated in the following sessions. 
5.2.2 Select the Required Tables 
When a query session starts, the tables in the database are shown in the Tables Window (TW) 
(Figure 3). In this window, we have implemented the required action (1). 
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Figure 3 Tables Window (TW� 
TW lets the users select the tables they need in the query. This step corresponds to box (a) in 
Figures 1 and 2 (see Chapter 4). This window is divided into two regions: 
可選擇的數據表 
�Tables available�and 已選擇的數據表 <Tabks Selected�. The user may select the 
required tables (working tables) by any of the following methods: 
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1. Click on the button 選擇數據表(select tables) first，and then click on the table(s) (in icon 
form) required. After clicking on a table, this selected table would appear in the region 已 
選擇的數據表 .Cl ick this button again for completing selection. 
or 
2. Drag and Drop strategy: Click on the table icon without releasing the mouse button. Then, 
move the icon from the region可選擇的數據表to the region已選擇的數據表(Drag 
action) and release the button (Drop action). Repeat the process until all required tables 
are selected. 
These two methods of selection are the standard ways of doing selection in our interface. 
They are applicable to other operations as well (shown in later part of this thesis). After the 
user clicks on the button 輸入完成（complete)，one of the two menus will appear: 
- j -��彌’、：讓、 
丨丨丨丨ml ！ k � w m y _ 
： 1 、 1 I ^ ^ ^ ^ B 
iWTyflWffl^iIi^ffiwi11mYflfthi.h�iYif麵Mi n"mnmnrm�nm�v. 
Figure 4. Menu for selecting Figure 5. Menu for selecting 
one table more than two tables 
If only one table is selected in TW, the menu shown in Figure 4 will appear. Besides the 
common operations are mentioned above, this menu provides the following options: 
選擇條件 ：Specify the restriction condition(s). 
On the other hand, Figure 5 will appear if more than two tables are selected. This menu is 
different from the previous one in that it provides one more options: 
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集合蓮算 ; Perform intersection or union on the tables. The result is output to 
a new table. 
5.2.3 Performing Join 
After we consider the syntax of Chinese queries shown in Figure 2, it would not be difficult to 
observe that the construction of joins would be treated as a separate step as the construction 
of selection criteria. Based on this result, we separate the construction of join and selection 
into different windows because it would satisfy the requirement of syntax for Chinese queries. 
In this window, we have implemented the required action (6). 
This window will be shown only if more than one tables are selected. The join operation is 
performed in the Join Window (JW) (Figure 6). 
• ‘ 、、銪售。 
一 醒 i^m 
餘優 
., l ^ B 
Figure 6 Join Window f JW� 
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The working tables are displayed in the upper section of JW and they are represented by list-
boxes where the attributes of the tables are shown. Before performing restriction or 
projection, the user should specify the join conditions among the working tables； Since four 
tables have been selected in TW, the syntax of Figure 2 is applied. The join operation 
corresponds to the paths (2) to (6). By applying the 'Drag and Drop’ operation, the user can 
perform an equi-join on the tables. Other than using ‘Drag and Drop' operation, the user can 
construct join conditions by defining the three necessary components of a join, In the window， 
joins will be represented by the lines. Different operators will be represented by different 
colors. The structure of the join condition is : 
〈屬性〉 〈運算符〉 〈屬性/數據値〉 
(�Attribute name� �Opera to r� �Attribute name/Value〉） 
we can specify the condition(s) in the following mariner: 
r 〈屬性〉 — 〈 蓮 算 符 〉 - > 〈屬性/數據値〉 
(�Attribute name> �Opera tor� �Attribute name/V alue>) 
I I ^ I I 
For more condition(s) 
These operations will be demonstrated in a later chapter (see Chapter 6). 
5.2.4 Performing Restriction 
The restriction conditions ai;e constructed in the Condition Window (CW). This part of 
operations corresponds to the boxes (**) in Figure 1 and Figure 2. The Condition Window 
(CW) is shown in Figure 7. In this window, we have implemented the required action (5). 
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； ‘ l.iiiwii__ff_iimi__— 
塵11 通具付 展饯/欺媒龚/數媒摘 j 
i 寫 列 ^ 
! _ _ . 丨 _ ^ 
Figure 7 Condition Window fCW) 
In the upper part of the window, all attributes of the selected tables are listed and are available 
for the user to select. In fact, the specification of the restriction is similar to the process of 
specifying join conditions. 
5.2.5 Performing Projection 
Projection is performed in the Projection Window (PW) (Figure 8). In this window, we have 
implemented the required action (3). One may ask why projection is arranged to be 
performed after the construction of join conditions or selection conditions. It is because it 
does not follow the convention of Chinese queries. Based on the summary the Chinese query 
in Chapter 4, it is shown that projection is the last step to be performed during the formulation 
of query. Thus, we have arranged projection to be the last step in order to reflect this 
characteristic. 
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I^^BBBBBB^^^BBBS^^m 
已選擇的數據表 • ^ - Jiffi^g ^ 
MMI1M —供應 ： 
供贿名稱 部門 - 、 
產品 
丨腿 
m 輸出屬性- J 、_屬性、I 
: j : � 屬 艇 輸 出 " i I屬性全細除1 
1 纊 轘 傭 1 1 肩 輸 麟 f t 
1 儲 存 1 卜 取 職 
Figure 8 Projection Window (PW) 
PW is invoked when the button 寫歹!J is clicked in either the JW or the CW. The left part of 
the PW is the Available Fields Region (AFR) and it contains all the working tables and their 
fields. To select fields, the user may make use of the ‘Drag and Drop' principle or initiate the 
'Add，operation by clicking on the button '輸出屬 1 生，(output attributes). The fields clicked 
in the AFR are inserted into the Selected Field List (SFL) in the right part of the PW. 
5.2.6 Completion of Query 
The last stage is to initiate the execution of query by clicking on the button 執行，or to store 
this query in the database or the temporary area for later use by clicking on the button 儲存. 
If the button 儲存(store) is clicked, the system will prompt the user to enter a name for the 
query. Also, the user will be asked where this query should be stored. If the user chooses to 
store the constructed query to the Temporary Area (TA) (Figure 9)，the query will be 
discarded after the user logs out from the database system, though it is available for re-use 
within the same session. 
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B I ^ H m ^ H H H H I 
丨，行 . : 
丨 纖 塵 誠 纖 層 嶋 纖 I 廳 麵 I 纏 } 
I 變丨丨 
Figure 9 Temporary Area (TA) 
. 
In TA, each icon will represent a query and the selected query could be executed by clicking 
on the menu 執行 .User can use this function to view the result of partially formed queries. 
All queries stored in here is only the query itself, not the result of the execution of the query. 
5.2.7 Other Basic Operations 
It is clear from the above that the elementary operations are not sufficient to define all queries. 
A simple example is that the action of grouping and selecting a special group cannot be 
achieved by just using the join, restriction and projection operations. 
In our interface, this case is handled by the 數據分組(grouping) operation. The user may 
click on the 數據分組 button in the CW and the Group-by Window (GW) will appear (Figure 
10), 
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. ^ g p r - i I 
I 供 應 . 縫 “^丨丨丨丨丨“丨丨丨》丨丨丨丨丨丨mmumM^ ‘ 
_供應商•供應商名稱 I ^ M ^ ^ m i l 
I供應商.供應商編號/供應•供應商一考變組.垂 
部門 : w l l l l !__丨 1 __！__^ 
書難勉 — 聊 除 J 
I 、丨丨丨丨丨丨丨丨丨丨丨丨丨丨“丨丨丨mmmmmmmmmmsM 
晰 、 … . 丨 广 _ _ 隨 \ 
分組條件 • • 
、 難 雠 ’ 、 ‘ • 默 ' , • 
I i 恭; 
���������� ��� � Uml 丁*泛 
):¾ U、、二 ；二、”、.、/、：:、 、， “ ^ Q 85¾¾數‘ 
广、、歡纖、>"!、I?�’ ‘ : � � 1 
訟 : _ 》 . 、 、取滄難分組 
� • fe：刪除脚經 、 缺 、 1 ] 、 � 、 
Figure 10 Group-bv Window fGW) 
The user may select the grouping fields needed and define the group selection criteria in the 
GW. In the upper section of this window, the group-by attribute can be selected by the ‘Drag 
and Drop，operation as described earlier. The group selection criteria can be constructed 
similarly as the join or restriction conditions. 
In addition, this window also provides some special aggregate operations such as 最多(MAX), 
最少(MIN)，平均(AVERAGE),總和(SUM) or 出現次數(COUNT). 
5.2.8 Set operations 
For a relationally complete query interface, set operations are needed. These operations 
include 交（INTERSECTION)，幷（UNION) and 差（DIFFERENCE). If a user has selected 
more than two tables in TW, menu in Figure 5 will appear. Set operations can be accessed by 
clicking the button 集合運算(Set operations). A new menu will appear and user can select 
their desired operation. The procedure is demonstrated in the example 4 of Section 6. 
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5.2.9 Composing and Decomposing a Complex Query 
Earlier in the thesis it has been mentioned that almost all complex queries are composed of a 
number of simpler queries and each of them can be tackled easily. In our approach, each of 
these simple queries can be constructed in our interface easily and their results are stored in 
the TA. These results can then be used to re-compose the original complex query. The 
process of decomposing and re-composing of a complex query would be demonstrated in the 
next chapter. Where we would choose both a simple query and a complex query as examples 
in order to demonstrate the power and ease-to-use feature of the interface. 
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6. Query Fofmulatioil in the Interface 
In this chapter four examples will be described to demonstrate the use of our interface. The 
sample database used in the thesis contains the tables as lit Table 1, Data definition and data 
manipulation have not been part of this study and have not been included although they are 
given in [Lu94a]. 
銷售(部門，產品，數量） SALES (DEPT, ITEM, VOLUME) 
t :部門(部門名稱，所在地點) DEPT (DNAME, FLOOR) 
-產品(產品名稱，_，顏色） ITEM (INAME, TYPE, COLOR) 
‘員工(員工編號，員工姓名，經理，部門，薪金，EMPLOYEE (ENO, ENAME, MGR, DEPT, 
：工作狀態） SALARY, JOB-STATUS) 
供應商(供應商編號，供應商名稱） SUPPLIER (SNO, SNAME) 
供應(供應商，部門，產品，數量） SUPPLY (SUPPLIER, DEPT, ITEM, 
’ VOLUME) 
Table 1 Tables in sample database 
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[•供應 I I 供應商 。 部 I 產品 1 數量 
r i 男仕 ：滅•八 10 
f 1 男仕 • •； i s 
1 ::.:：女仕：：：：‘二 •.::...:..裙1 ：：: ： 4 — 
1 鞋 鞋 1 . 3 
2 鞋 鞋 2 2 
2 鞋 鞋1 10 
‘ 3 玩具 玩具1 10 
3 男仕 恤衫2 25 
3 男仕 褲1 7 
3 女仕 裙1 2 
4 玩具 玩具3 4 
5 玩具 玩具1 7 
6 男仕 恤衫2 16 
： 7 1 男仕 褲1 丨 2 
- Table 2 Contents of each table 
6.1 Example 1 (Simple Query - Novice User) 
Q1 列出在二樓工作的員工姓名。 
(List the names of employees who work in the departments on second floor.) 
Tables selected : 部門(DEPT),員工(EMPLOYEE) 
For a user who is familiar with relational database, this query is very simple; however, it would 
be difficult for a novice user because this query involves the combination of two tables. In this 
section, the approach for novice user will be demonstrated and the advanced version for 
experts will be shown in next section. 
If a novice Chinese user tries to solve this problem, ‘Divide and Conquer' strategy would be a 
natural and e a s y approach. The user can divide the request into several pieces of sub-queries 
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and formulate them individually. Of course, there would be a combination of a lot of sub-
queries. Let us consider the following example : 
• Qla歹！！出在二樓的各部肉。 
(List the departments on the second floor.) 
In query Qla, it involves one table only and it would not cause any difficult in query 
formulation. 
Tables selected : 部門(DEPT) 
Restriction : 部門.所在地點 等於 2 
(DEPT.FLOOR IS EQUAL TO 2) 
Projection : 部門.部門名稱 (DEPT.DNAME) 
This is the procedure given in the restricted Chinese query language and is one of the 
conventional Chinese. The sequence of operations would be 
Tables selection — Restriction — Projection 
In fact, it is equal to the following operation sequence refer to Figure la as : 
(a) 1 ^  5 ^ 10 — 11 14 - > 1 9 - ^ (b) 
Step 1 : Select the required tables or queries 
In the TW，only one table is selected :咅門(DEPT). There are two ways to select the 
required tables and only one of the two will be demonstrated in this example; the other 
one will be shown in the next example. 
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For the selection of table 咅門(Figure 11)，we should : 
1. Click on the icon representing table 部門 in the region 可選擇的數據表. 
2. Drag the icon form the region可選擇的數據表to the region已選擇的數據 
表. 
3. Release the mouse button and the icon will be released in the region 已選擇的 
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Figure 11 Selection of Table 部門 
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pReferring to the our design principles, we state that an interface should provide more than one 
way to achieve same operation and this feature can always be found in our interface. If we 
• consider the action to select a table, we have provided another way to achieve the same goal 
(Figure 12). The steps are shown as follows : 
1. Click on the button 選擇數據表(Select Tables) to start the selection. The 
caption of the button will be changed into 選擇完成(Complete selection). 
2. Click on the icon representing table 咅門 in the region 可選擇的數據表，the 
icon represented the selected table will appear in the region 已選擇的數據表. 
3 • Click on the button 選擇完成(Complete selection) to start the selection. 
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Figure 12 Alternative way to select Table 咅B門 
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,Since one table is selected in the example，inemi in Figure 4 will appear. The user should now 
click on the bujttori 選擰條件(restriction condition) (Figure 13) to perform restriction 
operation. 
‘‘• ‘ ‘ “ ‘ ^ ^ . ^ ^ 
三三 三三 三三 _,三三 _ 
Sr W W 觀 > , - _ j 
— — j 吞衫 ； 
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Figure 13 Completion of Tables Selection in example 1 
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For restriction, the only restriction condition is 
Restriction : 部鬥.所在地點 等於 2 
(DEPT.FLOOR IS EQUAL TO 2) 
We can enter the restriction condition by the following methods: 
1. Click on the space in the lower section of the CW under the left header 屬 性 . A list will 
appear and it contains all the attributes of the working tables for user's selection (Figure 
14). In this example, the attribute 咅P門•戶斤在地點 should be selected. It corresponds to 
the stages from (10) to (11) in Figure 1. 
I 線導繊终I 
S 丨.—H 
1,.- . . .¾ 
•娜 1¾]¾¾¾ 
I s o t . 所 I lr 
xm 
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_ mm 堪性/¾^湖值 ——a 
j I磁二.,.:.:...：.•…..——二」:_壊_件！ I I j 
~~^ I取绡埔句1 
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Figure 14 Attribute Selection 
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2. Click on the space in the lower section of the CW under the header 蓮 算 符 . A list 
containing all the possible operators is then shown for user's selection (Figure 16). 
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Figure 16 Operator Selection 
The operator ‘等於，(equal to) is selected. 
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3. In order to input the key word for searching, the user can specify the key word or the key 
value under the right header 屬性 / 數據表 / 數據値• I 










； l i h i i l i l i — — — I ' '^  TJ 
_ ‘ i c ^ 箱 I 
\\mmml • 
麗性 纖 符 麗性/數麟激據僱 ™ ： : 
部門.½¾點 ~ 艱 ~ '丨丨2丨丨�‘ ^ f. 取腦擇條件 . • I 圓 j 
� , 敢 r#_ 
. ^ , ~ ^ 飄 I 
、或 刪除條件 ’：數據分組’ 執行 I 
Figure 17 The CW with a complete condition 
The user can click the button 寫歹!J to perform the projection operation in the Projection 
Window (PW). In our example, the only field required for output is 咅門.咅 15門名稱 
(DEPT.DNAME). It may be selected by dragging the field 咅PM.咅門名稱 from the AFR to 
the SFL (Figure 18). This stage corresponds to the path leading to box (b) in Figure 2. 
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已選揮的數據表 輪a届性 _ 
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Figure 18 Projection formulation in example 1 
An alternative way to formulate projection is as follows (Figure 19): 
1. Click the button 4輸出屬性，（output attributes). 
2. Click on the field wanted (e.g•部門.部門名稱） 
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T v ' • ” , 
3. If selection completes, click the button 選擇完成 to stop selection. 
• 
‘圓圓 -~.~: p • • • • • • • • • i 
丨所 
输出脆J 蘭除厘性I 
i 脑 全 输 1 座 性 想 除 j 
； m m 1 取 馆 — 性 垂 
, • ‘ I ^ ^ ^ ^ H I ' l ^ m m - |' 
± 
g^gag教據表 •輪腿性 wi 





S ^ B ^ B H ^ ^ B S H H ^ B B a 
教籌表 輸出屢性 M 
. . i r ^ ^ j i 卜.翱_:、| 
丨:: ^UaMMammmminimmiAo^  名••^ttmtmttmsmtmKmttVft^im 
wmm I 鳅纖轮% 
i<»imm»MiH»mmflw«fly M^iMiHinMHiHHmmmiHif 
； 棋铒擦件 取捎^»生j 
1 匍 存 1 1 敢 鎮 句 t 
\*r Lmmmmmmmmmmm J 
Figure 19 Alternative way in Projection formulation in example 1 
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After completing the formulation, the user can perform execution by clicking the button 執行 
(Execute). The result of the query is shown as follows (Figure 20): 
雔f^L部稱 
Figure 20 The result generated by the query in example 1 
In order to store the query being formulated, the user can click on the button 儲存(store) and 
a dialog box will appear. The user should type in the name of the query, the name in this case 
is ‘厂cB句1-1，(Figure 21). A new icon will appear in the TA and it could be used for further 
manipulation. This procedure plays an important role in the 'Divide and Conquer，strategy. 
閬_备稱：問句1-1丨 . 執行 — [ T 
w^ : m 9 
闻 <01-1 
’ ’ 糊 、 I • “ , ‘ , 
Figure 21 The generation of query icon in TA 
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, I In order to re-compose the original complex request, the following query is needed. 
• - ‘ • . I 
Qlb List the names of employees who work in the list of departments on second 
floor. 
Tables selected :員工（EMPLOYEE) 
Restriction : 員工.部門 屬於 問句1-1 




In this case, the 問句 1-1 (QUERY1-1) represents the request for listing the 
department names which are located in second floor. In order to achieve the request, 
an operator 屬方令(belong-to) is implemented in the CW (Condition Window). This 
operation can be formulated easily because it is similar to the formulation of other 
conditions in the CW. The difference is the right-hand-side component in the 
condition. The user should choose either 屬方令(belong-to) or 不屬於(not belong-to) 
as the operator. For the right-hand-side component in the restriction condition, he/she 
could choose either a query or a table. In either case, the queries or the tables can 
have only one attribute. 
1 
The procedure for getting a predefined query in the TA is shown in Figure 22. 
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Figure 22 The procedure of getting predefined query in TA 
An expression '問句問句 1-1，is displayed in the right-hand-side of the condition. In 
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•：^ .；. _. ,. v- � . . . . . . . fl , jil • 1 to the GW for the formulation of belong-to operation. Moreover, the interface also 
1 
provides another way for the user to achieve the same result, as shown in Figure 23. 
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Figure 23 Alternative way to getting predefined query in TA 
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The user may now click on the button 寫歹!J to perform the projection operation in the 
Projection Window (PW). In our example, the only field required for output is 員工. 
員工姓名(EMPLOYEE.ENAME). It may be selected by dragging the field 員工.員 
I] 
工姓名（EMPLOYEE.ENAME) from the AFR to the SFL (Figure 24). This stage 
corresponds to the path from label 14 to label 19 Figure 1. 
1 、： 1 
已選HBMR據表 输出邐性 
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_ _ ^KI^ I^^ hII f 
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Figure 24 Projection formulation of Query 1 in example 1 
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The alternative way to formulate projection is (Figure 25): 
1. Click the button 輸出屬彳生(output attributes). 
2, Click on the field wanted (e.g.員工.員工姓名(EMPLOYEE.ENAME)) 
3 , If selection is completed, click the button 選擇完成 to stop selection. 
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After the completion of projection, the user can click on the button 執行(execute) to 
I 
execute the query or the button 儲存(store) to store the query. The result of 
execution is shown in Figure 26. 
• ^ ^ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ； 
I ‘ -1 Figure 26 Result of executing query Olb 




The results can be named (問句 1) and stored (Figure 27) for fiirther usage. 
—餾豔入 1¾ 纖名"........“：' "I 
• r ? ; : 、 v 、 、 : F 、 ： 、 r 、 ” • 隱 、 • 
； � i r 麵 X � � ：、、、:、： nm 、： . . � 、：、 ； 
if 
Figure 27 Storing the query Olb in TA |] 
v 
From the example, the query specification sequence of a Chinese novice user is 
demonstrated. Our approach is £ step-by-step，and is quite similar to the relational 
algebra. Using windowing technology and the strategy of ‘Divide and Conquer', 
Chinese users can formulate the desired request naturally. 
: 
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6.2 Example 2 (Simple Query - Expert User) | 
i jn this example, we will demonstrate another way to formulate a query and the query in the 
previous section will be used. In this way, users are required to have more knowledge in the 
area of database. TIoq query used in the previous section is : 
Q1 列 出 在 二 樓 z t f ^ 的 員 x s s � ij 
(List the names of employees who work in second floor) 
In this query, the operations performed would be : 
Tables selected : 部門(DEPT)，員工(EMPLOYEE) 
Join . : 員工.部門 等於 部門.部門名稱 
(EMPLOYEE.DEPT IS EQUAL TO DEPT.DNAME) _ 丨 
Restriction : 部門.所在地點 等於 2 ‘ I 
(DEPT.FLOOR IS EQUAL TO 2) | 
‘ I 
Projection : 員工.員工姓名(EMPLOYEE.ENAME) j 
1¾ 
/- , li 
Following the procedures given in the restricted Chinese query language (see Chapter 4), the 
sequence of operations would be 丨 
I Tables selection Join Restriction -> Projection 
In fact, it is equal to the following operation sequence (refer to Figure 2a): 
(a) — 1 — 2— 4 — 5 — 3 — 2 -> 4 5 ^ 6-> 7 ^ 8 9 - > U 17-> 18->21 (b) 
Step 1 : Select the required tables or queries 
In the TW，two tables shou诅 be selected ：部門(DEPT)，員工(EMPLOYEE). There 
are two ways to select the required tables and they have tieen demonstrated in the 
previous example. Here, only one is demonstrated in this section (Figure 28). 
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Figure 28 Selection of Table 員工(EMPLOYEE). 
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^Since two tables are selected in the example, the menu in Figure 5 appears. The user should 
now click on the button 選擇條伴(restriction condition) (Figure 29) to perform the join 
operation. 
‘ ‘ 
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Figure 29 Completion of Tables Selection 
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For the join condition between the tables 咅門(DEPT) and 員工(EMPLOYEE)，it is shown as 
follows : 
部門.部門名稱 等於 員工.部門 
(DEPT.DNAME IS EQUAL TO EMPLOYEE.DEPT) 
Similar to the selection of table, there are two ways for join formulation. One is to use the 
technique ‘Drag and Drop，as described before. User can drag an attribute (e.g. attribute 部 
門名稱 in the table to another attribute (e.g. attribute 咅門 in the table 員工)• Figure 
30 demonstrates how the 'Drag and Drop’ technique can be used to formulate the join 
condition in this query. 
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Figure 30 Construct the join condition using 'Drag and Drop，technique in example 2 
When the user clicks on the attribute they needed, the mouse pointer is changed into a small 
box. This indicates that an attribute is being selected. After dropping that attribute, a line will 
appear which indicates that the join condition has been established. 
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On the other hand, we can also enter the join condition by another way : 
1. Click on the space in the lower section of the JW under the left header 屬 1 生 . A list will 
appear and it contains all the attributes of the working tables for user's selection (Figure 
31). In this example, the attribute 咅門•咅門名稱 should be selected. It corresponds to 
the stages from (2) to (4) in Figure 2. 
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Figure 31 Attribute Selection 
2. Click on the space in the lower section of the JW under the header 蓮 算 符 . A list 
# I containing all of possible operators is displayed for user to make a selection (Figure 32). 
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Figure 32 Operator Selection 
The operator ‘等於，(equal to) is selected and this step represents the stage from (4) to (5) 
in Figure 2. 
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3. Similar to step 1，the user may specify another join attribute under the right header 屬 1生 
(i.e.員工.咅門）and this represents the stage from (5) to (6). 
After that, a new blank line is appended under the specified join condition. If the user wants 
to input more join conditions, he/she may click on the new blank condition and follow the 
above steps again. This corresponds to path (3) in Figure 2. The join conditions are 
connected by ‘and”s though this is not explicitly shown. 
After inputting the condition, the layout of the screen would appear as shown in Figure 33 
] 部 門 名 稱 \ 員 : m 號 
B1EZZZZZZZ] \ 員放名 寫列 
N.經理 Z — — J 
\ 都 _ . 
雕 選擇條件 
工作妖態 进 羊 陈 二 
： 刪 除 勝 
hmmfimmmmmmmmmM || 
麗性 蓮算符 屬性 — — — I 
部門名稱 等於 “’頁i部門 取消閎知 \ 
j 
„ 執行 “ 
Figure 33 the JW in example 2 
After specifying the join condition, the user should click on the button 選擇條件(Selection 
Condition) to define the restriction condition. In order to specify the condition, the user can 
follow the step described in the previous section. 
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j 
Similar to the operations in the JW, the user should be able to input the restriction condition 
仏 . . ‘ . 、：. ； . , - ‘ I without any problem. After that, the CW will have the appearance as shown in Figure 34. 
知門：知视站旧工.。 : : � ； ‘ y 員工.員:eM號 ；'十'重激 、1'‘ _員工.貝xifcS 園 ‘ 丄 』 I ；員工織 1 
邑工 11 J 
義負：!：：!^  1 mm^m： 
屢性 mm mmmmmmm 1 
_選擇條件I 
• � 敢 • 甸 1 I 
II _ _ : j ” 寫列 
y j 執行 ！! 
+ I 
— I 聘 箱 ? � j 
纖 興 工 經 理 |. wa^MmmMmmsM^  員工搬 | | , ^ n j i m m I l i l t m a ^ L ！： — ^ ^ ：笮麟藥 ^  嫩 —；.释 ^  麟；.夠~— - I ^ rffflfflfflfflffffljfflffl^ ffffffl^ fflfffffyff^g：: j 
屢性 蓮黨符 麗性 /^l i^/^iHi j—；； 1 
「.所碰貼 ••丨~ : ^ r I糊選I睪條件I I 
‘ ‘ 
m 
Figure 34 the CW in example 2 
The user may click on the button 寫歹!J to perform the projection operation in the Projection 
Window (PW). In our example, the only field required for the output is 員工•員工姓名 
(EMPLOYEE.ENAME). It may be selected by dragging the field 員工•員工姓名 
. I . • 
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(EMPLOYEE.ENAME) from the AFR to the SFL (Figure 35). This stage corresponds to the 
path leading to box (b) in Figure 2. 
已 的 數 搣 表 j 輸出屬性 
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Figure 35 Projection formulation in example 2 
. , ‘ ‘ I 
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After completing the formulation, the user can perform execution by clicking on the button 執 
行(Execute). The result of the query is shown as follows (Figure 36): 
S nr S • 
： I ' ' "Ti I ijAianuf ^ ' , ‘ Tr 
^mm 二 
腳 明 ；;g 
王 鄉 
mmm 一 
• ^ S a g T 
_ mm • 取 消 _ 取 消 閭 句 國 
i ^ i?.……2!:::::::::::::::::?:::n:::::::::::::”:”:””:：h…-. " I 
Figure 36 The result generated by the query in example 2 
The user can store the query in TA by clicking the button 儲存(store), the query name of this 
query is 問句 1 (Figure 37). 
- I 
^ I S 入 闻 句 的 名 稱 
卿__祸：問句 i| ^ r z r i 
fflj J 
——-1 " I ^ ^ w 摊句1 
r ！ 
ljSliPjI請WI mi)Iimmmm,•帅mm!山|iwiw‘iwminunmmum卿-,脚甽⑴,ni ¢3^  ^ ^ J 
I 
Figure 37 The input of the query name I 
， 
Based on the previous and the current section, it can be observed that our interface can 
provide more than one path to formulate the same query. Hence, we have satisfied the 
interface's design criteria number 3 which states that an interface should be able to perform the 
same operation in more than one way. 
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6.3 Example 3 (Simple Query : Group-By Feature) 
Let us consider the following query : • • . 
Q.2 在員工數多於50勺部門中，列出部門名稱。 
(For each department with more than 5 employees, list the name of the 
department) 
In this query, the employees in each department should be treated as a group. The operations 
performed would be : 
Tables selected : 員工（EMPLOYEE) 
Group-by attribute : 員工.部門（EMPLOYEE.DEPT) 
Group-by restriction : 員工•員工編號的出現次數 大於 5 
, • - . . 一、： ’ ‘ • “ 、 
(COUNT(EMPLOYEE.ENO) IS GREATER THAN 5) 
Projection : 員工.部門（EMPLOYEE.DEPT) 
‘ 
. 1 
Again, following the convention adopted, the sequence of operations is 
'v . 'i] 
Tables selection —> Group-by attribute —> Group-by restriction Projection i 
t 
In fact, it is equal to the sequence of Figure 1 as follows: , 
(a) — 4 — 16 — 17 — 14 — 19 — (b) 
For the selection of tables in TW, one of the two ways has been described in the previous 
section. In the Figure 38, another ways is shown : 
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Figure 38 Another way to select table in TW 
The steps of selection are : 
1. Click on the button 選擇數據表(Add table). 
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2‘ Click on the required table (i.e.員工)• 
3. To stop the process of selection, click on the button 選擇完成(Finish). 
In this case, since only one table is selected, the menu in Figure 4 will appear and the user 
should click on the button 選擇條件 to input restriction (Figure 39). 
已選擇的 
__ . __ P — — f^ pi 
t W W ® I I HX 
• 
« • ; 
— —— —— •" • m^j -y^-m-
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Figure 39 Table selection in example 3 
To start the group-by operation, the user should click on the button 數據分IS in the CW. 
After that, the Group-by Window (GW) will appear and it allows the user to select the group-
by attributes and input the restriction condition of each group (Figure 40). 
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Figure 40 Invoking the GW in example 3 
In this example, the only attribute used for grouping is 員工•部門(EMPLOYEE.DEPT)，and 
the only restriction criterion of the group is 
員工.員工編號的出現次數 大於 5 
(COUNT(EMPLOYEE.ENO) IS GREATER THAN 5) 
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To input the group-by attribute, the user can drag an attribute from the list under the title 可 
選擇的屬f生(Available attributes) and drop to the list under the title 已選擇的屬 1 生(Selected 
attributes) (Figure 41). 
I- ^ -
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Figure 41 Selecting the Group-By attribute in the GW 
by 'Drag and Drop，Operations in example 3 
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There is another way to specify the Group-By attribute, similar to the process of table 
selection. 
1. Click on the button 添力口屬性(Add attribute). 
2. Click on the required table (i.e.員工•部門） 
3. To stop the process of selection, click on the button 選擇完成(Finish). 
The following figure (Figure 42) demonstrates the procedure of this Group-by attribute 
selection method. 
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Figure 42 Another way to select Group-Bv attribute in example 3 
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I 
In order to specify the group-by restriction, the user can specify the condition in the box under 
the title 分組條件• The input method is similar to the specification of restriction condition or 
the join condition which is being described in the previous section. 
After the user has filled the information in the GW (Figure 43)，the button 選擇完成(enter 
complete) should be clicked for returning to the GW. 
可 逻 性 • 已逞抹的璀性 I， 
f: 囊貝王名 - 勵 斕 y 
餘 � - ^ f f f f f f f / j ^ i f f f f f f f i f f f f f f f f f f f j i j f f f f f j ^ f f f j ^ s： •夕参. 
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[ [ i g m g j l 
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屢性 蓮算符 數據植 n 摄 戈 
的娜次數嫌 3 um^ 
Q平均 
Dmm：'； •出現次數 
'馳條件 j - J ； 輸 X 完 成 1 I 1 mmmmm I 一 „ ^ : � 取捎輸入 j | — 二 j 
Figure 43 the GW in example 3 
In order to perform projection, the button 寫歹[J (write out column) in the CW should be 
clicked. Similar to the steps specified in the previous example, the PW would be viewed as in 
Figure 44 after projection is being specified.. 
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Figure 44 the PW in example 3 
The result of the query in the example is shown as follows (Figure 45): 
男 仕 . : ， 二 广 
‘ 1 ^ ^ ^ f f i l . 
- -、：、- 广 v : . � 仪 ： ： ： 
Figure 45 The result generated by the query in example 3 
And the procedure of specifying the name of this query is shown in Figure 46. 
画名稱—2 ^ ^ ^ 网 ra z 
確 認 輪 入 . 収消 ’ 圓 • , V , . , 上 
Z I h S 
Figure 46 The procedures to input the query name of example 3 
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I 6.4 Example 4 (Complex Query with Set Operations) 
I Q 3 在各部門中.列出員工平均薪金多於75或員工數多於5的部門。 
(Show those departments with more than 5 employees or the average salary of 
employees in the department greater than 75.) 
This query can be considered as composed by two simpler queries. These queries are : 
sub-query 1 :列出員工平均薪金多於75的部門。 
(List the departments with the average salary of employees greater than 75.) 
sub-query 2 :列出員工數多於50勺部門� 
(List the departments with more than 5 employees.) 
Similar to the procedures described in example 2，both of them are equal to the sequence of 
Figure 1 as follows: 
(a) 4 — 16 — 17 — 14 — 19 — (b) 
Hence, they can be constructed easily and stored in the Temporary Area (TA) (Figure 47). 
1. I NR N|： 
圓 @ I： 
1 •應 B _ I 
Figure 47 Two temporary queries stored in TA 
Now the user should start a new query in the TW. The user should drag and drop the two 
queries from the TA to the TW and treat them as normal tables (Figure 48). 
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Figure 48 Selecting two temporary queries from the TA by using 'Drag and Drop，operation 
After the user clicks on the button 輸入完成（complete)，the menu in Figure 5 is displayed. 
The user should select the button 集合蓮算(set operations). A list of available set operators 
is then shown in another menu (Figure 49). Since it is a union operation in our example, the 
button 幷(merge) should be selected. 
^ H 丨 瞧 并 S I I I 
節 差 
——‘——�——1 
. � ‘ ‘ -
Figure 49 The menu of Set-Operation 
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I After the construction, the result is shown in Figure 50. 
男仕 
玩具 
Figure 50 Result of example 4 
The user can give the name (i.e.問句3) to the query and the procedures are shown in Figure 
51. Furthermore, this complex query can itself be used as a sub-query for the construction of 
even more complex queries, 
離又衙甸的名稱 = ] 1•行 ： ； 
雕的名稱：闻切 ‘ ； ^ ® H : ¾ 
mm^mmm^ 負 工 卒 於 ? s 的 部 n 
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Figure 51 The procedures to input the query name of example 4 
By using this decomposition and re-composition technique, the user is only required to deal 
with multiple simple queries, rather than to face the whole query in one single step. As a 
result, this interface allows casual users to construct complex queries incrementally. 
After the demonstrations by the examples, it is shown that our interface has satisfied the 
specifications of the Chinese query and design criteria defined in Section 3. Hence, it will 
provide a way for the Chinese users to formulate their desired requests easily and naturally. 
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f 7_ Summary and Conclusions 
I 7.1 Summary of Accomplishment 
We have defined a graphical end-user interface on top of the relational data model, the most 
j popular data model in use today and expected to stay popular for a long time in the fiiture. 
Further, the design of our GUI system follows closely the design principles of [Ki88], as 
summarized in Chapter 3. 
Using the interface, the users can formulate their desired requests following the convention of 
the Chinese query language given in Chapter 4. 
Unlike existing Chinese interfaces which are mere Chinese character representation of English 
query interfaces, this query interface does not force Chinese users to remember unnecessary 
and unfamiliar syntax caused by the differences in Chinese and English styles and cultures. 
Our interface does not follow the syntax of SQL and it can be easily understood by any person 
who knows Chinese. This is because we use a restricted subset of the Chinese natural 
language as the basis of our interface. The expressiveness of our interface had been tested by 
a set of 66 test queries [La76] (see Appendix A). Since SQL can construct 60 queries of them 
and our interface can construct 65, there is no question that the power of our query interface 
matches or exceeds that of SQL. (see Section 4.1) 
By using the 'Divide and Conquer' strategy and windowing technology, defining a complex 
query in our interface is similar to the way people actually do things, that is, decomposing a 
complex task into multiple smaller manageable tasks, and re-composing them to get the final 
result. The user can define theirs required sub-queries and store them in the TA (temporary 
Area) for further manipulation. In essence, a complex query request can be formulated 
incrementally (see principle 6 in Section 3.4.4). Furthermore, the 'Divide and Conquer， 
strategy enables users to decompose a query into any arbitrary number of sub-queries 
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depending on their expertise. This enables both frequent and casual users to specify queries in 
a way which is most natural and convenient to them， 
More than one way to construct a query is supported. Users can use different approaches to 
construct a query based on their background. Novice users have an easy and natural way to 
I formulate their requests following the style of the Chinese language; experts can specify the 
query in a different and faster way. In otherwords, in the interface, more than one selection 
method is available. For example, a user can select the required tables by clicking on the 
selection list or by 'dragging' them directly. Thus, we have satisfied the design principle 3. 
Further, the design has been done to follow the design principle 4 to perform the logically 
equivalent operation in a consistent manner. 
Users do not need to memorize much language syntax. This is demonstrated in example 1 and 
2 (see Chapter 6). They can click on the button 寫行(Output rows) to observe the 
intermediate output for debugging. Using this function, user can view the rows that have 
satisfied all defined conditions thus fan The browse facility is thus provided by the system, 
(design principle 7) 
During query formulation, user can view the status of the query being formulated. In Join 
Window (JW), a line will display between two selected tables after a join is established. From 
the two-ends of this line, user could know which attributes are involved in this join condition. 
In addition, user can classify the operator in join condition by the color of the line. 
Further, our interface also provides a powerful error checking system. To finish one stage in a 
query formation such as join condition specification, our interface will check the correctness in 
that stage such as type-mismatch. If the checking fails, the system will display an error 
message and the user cannot proceed to the next stage until the error has been corrected. This 
response helps the user to formulate a correct query. 
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Moreover, when the query is constructed and executed by the database engine, execution 
status will be fed back to the interface. If error occurs, the interface will display an error 
；message and attempt to tackle the error if the pre-defined error handling routines are given. 
Thus, these three facilities provide some forms of query feedback to guide query processing, 
(design principle 8) 
In each window in the interface, a help-button such as the button contains '?', is provided. 
User can click on the help button and the system will provide more information about the 
interface (design principle 1). 
In addition, each window has two types of 'Cancel-Button4: 'Cancel the whole 
query' arid ’Cancel the input of the current window，. For the first type, user can click on the 
button £取消問句’ (Cancel the whole query) in each window to cancel the whole query and 
re-initialize the interface for query specification. The second type is to cancel the input in the 
intermediate states. For example, user can cancel all join conditions by clicking the button ‘取 
消連結條件，(cancel the join conditions) the in Join Window (JW). These two types of 
button provide a way for the user to recover from the unintended or erroneous operations, 
(design principle 2) 
However, the interface does not satisfy the design principle 5 because it does not provide any 
information to the user about the underling database schema. 
Comparing with the existing commercial products, Microsoft FoxPro has provided the SQL-
like interface. However，we have stated in the previous section that SQL was designed and 
aimed at providing a query language that is somewhat natural in English. Since the style of 
writing query in Chinese is different from that in English, it would be inappropriate to develop 
an interface following the English way. Microsoft Access has provided a friendly user 
interface for causal user. With the usage of direct manipulation, user can manipulate the tables 
and attributes directly. But the QBE-like tabular form filling mechanism does not match with 
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乂 the style of Chinese query's formulation. Thus, a causal Chinese user needs extra effort for 
training in order to operate this interface and it would not meet our objective. 
Originally, the proposed platform for implementation was a DEC'S workstation under the 
emdronment of Motif / X windows. The database engine would have been ORACLE. Had 
that been the case, more features could be included. Due to the lack of information about 
Chinese Motif / X windows programming, tlie platform has been changed to IBM compatible 
personal computer. 
For the prototype the interface has been implemented using Microsoft Visual Basic. The 
database engine, Jet Engine, is used. It is a component of Microsoft Access VI.1. Because 
Microsoft has defined another set of SQL language standard which is different from the 
standard ANSI SQL, some of the basic SQL functions are not available. For example, Jet 
Engine V1.0 does not provide the set operations such as UNION. It would be difficult to 
implement this kind of operations. If more advanced database engine can be used, such as 
SQL server, more facilities could be implemented in the interface, 
Because our interface is designed on the relational model, operations of this model such as the 
join and projection must be included. Furthermore, the design of the interface had involved a 
lot of windowing techniques and it is implemented under the Microsoft Window. This is the 
reason of some similarity between our interface and some window-based relational database 
systems. However, the difference is that our interface is based on the analytic results of the 
Chinese way of specifying a query; it will enable the Chinese users to construct a query in a 
natural and easy manner. 
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7.2 Future Work 
In the ne^ future, the ultipate goal is to develop a complete database system. With the use of 
more sophisticated database engine, more features such as UNION, could be included. 
Successively^ the query management system allows the saving and restoring of formulated 
queries to facilitate query management. 
Besides, for the capabilities of data definition and data manipulation, this is another goal of 
future work to find a set of the corresponding operations in Chinese query language. With the 
capability to define this set of operations, a fiill function database interface for Chinese users 
could be defined. 
In addition, to improve the performance of query execution, query optimization is one of the 
important goals. In the current approach，the performance of query execution may suffer as a 
consequence the process of sub-queries' execution. To boost the performance, one approach 
is for the system to automatically combine all sub-queries into a complex one. Another 
approach is to design a more sophisticated database engine to handle the execution of all sub-
queries at the same time. In fact, both of them have their advantages and disadvantages. The 
first approach will provide maximum flexibility because it is independent on database engine, 
but the drawback is the complexity of sub-queries' combining algorithm. The drawback of 
second approach is that the system needs a specific database engine to handle the execution of ! 
all sub-queries at the same time, even though it does not need a complex sub-queries' 
combining algorithm. 
Moreover, another objective of the future work is to enhance the facilities provided by the 
current interface. For instance, query's modification is not allowed in the current version of 
the interface. In a future version, when a user double-clicks on an icon in the window TA, he 
can view and edit the components of this query. 
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；Furthermore, speech output from the interface may be the next target of enhancement in our 
interface. With speech and animation, a user will not have to face the dull and tiresome textual 
help facility all the time. 
7,3 Conclusion 
In this thesis a Chinese query interface is proposed and implemented. Its structure and 
operations mirror the natural sequence of the Chinese language and it is 'SQL-free'. As a 
result, Chinese end-users need not spend time to memorize the style of SQL language that is 
unnatural to them. The 66 test queries in the Appendix A were used to test the expressive 
power of our query language and it has been found its expressive power is better than SQL. 
We defined the graphical end-user interface based on the GUI design principles, thus allowing 
its users to construct the Chinese query easily. Unlike existing Chinese query interfaces which 
are merely query interfaces for English users with Chinese characters, our interface should be 
easy-to-learn, easy-to-remember and easy-to-use. 
The method of defining complex queries in this interface is similar to the way people do things 
naturally, that is, decomposing a complex task into simple sub-queries, and re-composing them 
to get the final result when needed. This 'Divide and Conquer, strategy allows the user to 丨 
decompose a query into any arbitrary number of sub-queries depending on their expertise in 
using the interface. At the same; time，the proposed interface also has much fiinctional 
capability to define fairly complex queries. This allows both frequent and casual users to 
specify queries in the way which is most natural and convenient to them. 
Currently, the prototype of the proposed query interface has been implemented on top of 
Microsoft Windows. Our future work will concentrate on how to enhance the system 
performance and make the basic Chinese query language even easier to specify. In conclusion, 
we believe that our interface will provide much help to database users with Chinese culture. 
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E：__Appendix A : 66 Testing Queries 
DATABASE TABLES 
SALES (DEPT, ITEM, VOLUME) 
DEPT (DNAME, FLOOR) 
ITEM (INAME, TYPE, COLOR) 
EMPLOYEE(ENO, ENAME, MGR, DEPT, SALARY, JOB-STATUS) 
SUPPLIER(SNO, SNAME) 
SUPPLY (SUPPLIER, DEPT, ITEM, VOLUME) 
I) English version of testing queries 
1. Find the names of employees in the Toy department. 
2. Find the items sold by no department on the second floor. 
3. Find the items sold by the departments on the second floor. 
4. Find the items sold by all departments on the second floor. 
5. Find the items sold by at least two departments on the second floor. 
6. Find the salary of Anderson's manager. 
7. Find the names of employees who make more than their manager. 
8. Find the departments where all the employees earn less than their manager. 
9. Find the names of the employees who earn more than their manager. 
10. Find the names of the employees who are in the same department as their manager(as an 
employee). 
11. List the departments having an average salary greater than 25000. 
12. List the departments where the average salary of the employees of each manager is greater 
than 25000. 
13. List the name and salary of the managers who earn more than ten employees. 
14. List the name and manager of the employees of the Shoe department who have a salary 
greater than 25000. 
15. List the name of the employees who earn more than any employee in the Shoe department. 
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16. Among all the departments with total salary greater than 100000，find the departments that 
sell dresses. 
17. List the items supplied by all suppliers that supply all items of type A. 
18. Find the suppliers that supply pens. 
19. Find the suppliers that do not supply pens. 
20. Find the suppliers who supply an item other than pens. 
21. List the departments that do not sell all the other than pens. 
22. List the departments that sell all the items that they are supplied. 
23. List the supplier-department pairs whose department sells all items it is supplied by the 
supplier. 
24. List the items supplied to all departments by all suppliers. 
25. List the items sold only by departments that sell all the items they are supplied. 
26. Who are the suppliers that supply all the items? 
27. List the suppliers who supply all and only the items sold by the Toy department. 
28. List the suppliers who supply only the items sold by the Toy department. 
29. List the suppliers that supply every item of type A to one same department on the second 
floor. 
30. List the suppliers that supply every items of type A to departments. 
31; List the suppliers that supply at least two items of type A to one same department on the 
second floor. 
32. List the suppliers that supply all the items of type A to departments on the second floor 
that Sell all the items of type B. 
33. List the suppliers that supply all the items of type A to one same department on the second 
floor that sells all the items of type B； 
34. List the items supplied by exactly one supplier. 
35. List the suppliers that are the only supplier of some item. 
36. List the suppliers that are the only supplier of at least ten items. 
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37. For each item, give its type, the departments that sell the item, and the floor of these 
department. 
38. Find the suppliers and their names for those suppliers that supply all department. 
39. Find the suppliers and their names for those suppliers that supply all the departments by 
supplier S200. 
40. List the departments for which each item supplied to the department is supplied to some 
other department as well. 
41. List each item supplied to at least two departments by each supplier that supplies it. 
42. List the items that are supplied only by the suppliers that supply something to all the 
departments-
43. List the items supplied by Levis and sold in the men's department. 
44. List the items supplied by Levis or sold in the men�department. 
45. List the departments selling items of type A that are supplied by Levis and/or which are 
sold by the men's department. 
46. Find the average salary of the employees in the Shoe department. 
47. Find, for each department, the average salary of the employees. 
48. Find, for each department on the second floor, the average salary of the employees. 
49. Find, for each department that sells item of type A, the average salary of the employees, 
50. Find, for each department, its floor and the average salary in the department. 
51. What is the number of different items supplied by each supplier that supplies all the 
department? � 
52. What is, for each supplier that supplies all the departments, the number of different items 
supplied to each department? 
53. Find the total volume of items of type A sold by the departments on the second floor. 
54. Find, for each item, the total volume sold by the departments on the second floor. 
55. List suppliers that supply a total volume of items of A and B that is altogether greater than 
1000. 
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56. List the employees in the Shoe department and the difference of their salary from the 
average of the department. 
57. List the employees in the Shoe department and the difference of their salary from the 
average salary of all the departments. 
58. List each employee and the difference of his salary from the average salary of his(her) 
department. 
59. What is, for each supplier, the average number of items per department that the supplier 
supplies? 
60. For each department, find the average salary of the employees who earn more than the 
average salary of the department. 
61. Give the overall average of the salaries in all departments. 
62. List for each employee, his(her) salary, the average salary of the department where he(she) 
works, and the difference of his(her) salary from the average salary of his(her) department. 
63. What is the average volume of items of type A supplied per company that supplies them? 
64. What is the average volume of items of type A supplied per supplier and per 
department(such that the supplier supplies the items of the type A to the department)? 
65. What is the number of supplier-department pairs such that the supplier supplies at least 
one item of type A to the department ？ -, 
66. Is it true that all the departments that sell items of type A are located on the third floor ？ 
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II) Chinese version of testing queries 























































48.列出在二樓各部門員工的平均薪金。 丨 j 
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10, Appendix B : Glo^ary 
AFR — Available Fields Region 
CW Conditions Window 
GUI •….•………• • •.• • “• - Graphical User Interface 
GW Group-by Window 
JW Joins Window 
PW •…… …… Projections Window 
QBE •‘“"•"••“"•…”Query-By-Examples 
SFL ………………………… Selected Field List 
SQL “““…structured Query Language 
TA * 續“..“““"““•..…Temporary Area 
TW ..........................…..•…..•••••••“““...““..”….........Tables Window 
• • •• • � •； 
i. ‘' . 
I 
• ^ * 
. . . ••: ；. 
• t 
' / • • 
I. 
. • « 
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11- Appendix C : Programs Listing 
Program Summary 
Program Name Description p a g e 
1 aggr_too.frm Screen of aggregate operators 114 
2 alias_bo.frm Input the alias of selected table name screen 116 
3 for_each,frm Screen of 'for each' operation 119 
4 get一quer.frm Screen to input the query name 134 
5 joinform.frm Screen to perform 'Join' operation 136 
6 one_tabl.frm Screen displayed when only one table is selected in 152 
； the query 
7 result,frm Screen to display the result of complete query. 154 
8 sel_from.frm Screen for user to select fields in the query 159 
9 set_form.frm Screen displayed for the selection of set operators 173 
10 starform.frm Screen for user to select the database 175 
11 tabform,frm Screen for user to select tables in the query 178 
12 temp_sto.frm Screen to store the temporary queries 194 
13 two_tabl.frm Screen displayed when more than one table is 197 
selected in the query 
14 warnl.frm Warning dialog 、 199 
15 wh_form.frm Screen to perform ^ Where' operation 201 
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